

		                                  




		





                                                               War in the Shadows – MACV SOG, Secret War 

                                                                 (Deep into North Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia)                                                                                              



      Ho Chi Minh trail in Laos, MACV SOG and STD, Strategic Technical Directorate focus since 1962                                                                                                                                                     
with hundreds of Recon missions each year.  B-52 bomb craters along the trail… picture (3) 

SOG's Special Forces men ran covert operations deep behind enemy lines along the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos, into the enemy's secret Cambodian sanctuaries 

SOG was the most secret elite U.S. military unit to serve in the war in Vietnam, so secret it was "black", meaning its very existence was carefully concealed. Innocuously named the "Studies and Observation Group", SOG was made up of volunteers from such elite units as the Army Green Berets, US Air Force Air Commandos, Navy SEALs, and Marine Recon,  formally began American-led operations against the  Ho Chi Minh Trail in the fall of 1964. Many of legendary Colonel Bull Simon’s men had actually been involved in secret operations against the Communists since before 1961, when the genesis of the Vietnam War is officially recorded

MACV-SOG was also entrusted with specific tasks such as kidnapping, assassination, insertion of rigged mortar rounds into the enemy ammunition supply system (which were set to explode and destroy their crews upon use) and retrieval of sensitive documents and equipment if lost or captured through enemy action. MACV-SOG was often able to use the intelligence it gathered for its own internal purposes as well as for high command special activities. MACV SOG, Unconventional Warfare, Secret War into Laos & Cambodia



Descriptions:                                                                                                                                                                                                         Command and Control Central (CCC)    

Command and Control North MACV-SOG (CCN)                                                                                                                                         

Across the Fence - Deep behind Enemy Lines – (Deep into North Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

MACV-SOG (Studies and Observations Group) (1964 to 1972)                                                                                    Picture of the SOG patch; it was not official and was invented by a SOG soldier in Vietnam. It features the anchor symbolizing the Navy SEALS, the skull symbolizing Marine Recon, the Green Beret Hat, symbolizing the Green Berets, the airborne wings symbolizing airborne units.

  To the Pilots and Aircrews

Who flew the Mission

 

		MACV-SOG was assigned about 2,000 Americans, mostly U.S. Special Forces, and over 8,009 highly trained indigenous troops.  MACSOG had assigned air assets to include the 20th SOS was the "Green Hornet" Huey guns assigned to support the CCS operations out of Ban Me Thuot. The C130s and C123s were part of the 1st Flt Detachment out of CCK Taiwan, the 314th Troop Carrier Wing, as well as the South Vietnamese 219th H-34 helicopter squadron. 

     In addition the 56th Special Operations Wing based at NKP RTAFB, which was on a daily frag from 7th Air Force to support the SOG operations. They, along with the 23rd Tactical Air Support Squadron (TASS) provided MLT 3 with the following:

 21st Special Operations Squadron

Call sign KNIFE #

3 H3s or later, H53s 

23rd TASS

Call sign NAIL #

2 O2s, later OV10s

A1 Squadrons (provided 4 AC daily. Support was rotated usually on a daily basis)

1st SOS – HOBOs

2nd SOS - ZORROs

602nd SOS – FIREFLYs

(NOTE: These Squadrons rotated the SAR mission among them. When the aircraft flew SAR support, they were called SANDYs.







THE LEGACY 

		During the Vietnam war and in its legacy, perhaps no group of men has created more interest or exhibited more heroism than the Soldiers, Marines, Sailors and Airmen of the Studies and Observation Group.  Operating in secrecy and far away from the support of the vast military machine, they were the eyes, ears and the tip of the sword.

MACV-SOG was the joint service high command unconventional-warfare task force engaged in highly classified clandestine operations throughout Southeast Asia. It was given the title "Studies & Observation Group" as a cover. The joint staff was allegedly performing an analysis of the lessons learned to that point in the Vietnam War, but it was actually a special operations group with distinct command decision authority. 

  In 1958 the South Vietnamese government created a secret special service directly under their president, which was re-designated the Vietnamese Special Forces Command in 1963. Special operations were conducted by this branch. The U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) supported and financed the operations. In April 1964 the government of South Vietnam created the Special Exploitation Service to take over these operations, whereupon MACV-SOG was established to assume the CIA's job of assisting, advising and supporting the new organization in the conduct of highly classified sabotage and psychological and special operations in North and South Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and southern China.  MACV-SOG and the Special Exploitation Service (SES) were activated simultaneously. In September 1967 the South Vietnamese renamed the SES the Strategic Technical Directorate. With the draw down in U.S. personnel and operations, MACV-SOG was deactivated on 30 April 1972 and the Strategic Technical Directorate Assistance Team 158 was activated 1 May 1972 to take its place. This team was subsequently deactivated on 12 March 1973, and no other U.S. headquarters took its place. 

  Originally headquartered in Cholon, it moved to Saigon in '1966. However, its air assets (Air Studies Group) were based at Nha Trang and its navy assets (Maritime Studies Group) were based at DaNang with its original Forward Operations Base (FOB 1). The Ground Studies Group launch sites were initially located at Hue-Phu Bai, Khe Sanh, Kham Duc and near Kontum. The MACV-SOG training center and airborne operations group were at Long Thanh. A Psychological Studies Group was located in Saigon with antenna stations at Hue and Tay Ninh. 

MACV-SOG was assigned about 2,000 Americans, mostly U.S. Special Forces, and over 8,009 highly trained indigenous troops. It had its own air force (90th Special Operations Wing) comprised of a squadron of U.S. Air Force UH-IF "Green Hornet" helicopters, a squadron of U.S. Air Force         C-130 aircraft, a covert C-123 aircraft squadron piloted and manned by Nationalist Chinese, as well as the South Vietnamese 219th "King-bees" H-34 helicopter squadron. The U.S. Navy resources included SEAL's, Vietnamese Underwater Demolition Teams (UDT) and fast patrol boats. Ground forces included army military intelligence, psychological operations and some 76 ground RT mobile-launch teams, later MACV-SOG reorganized its ground strike elements into three field commands; Command and Control South, Central and North (CCS, CCC and CCN). 

MACV-SOG had five primary responsibilities and the capability to undertake additional special missions as required. Primary responsibilities included: (1) Cross-border operations regularly conducted to disrupt the VC, Khmer Rouge, Pathet Lao and NVA in their own territories; (2) Keeping track of all imprisoned and missing Americans and conducting raids to assist and free them as part of the Escape and Evasion (E & E) mission for all captured U.S. personnel and downed airmen; (3) Training and dispatching agents into North Vietnam to run resistance movement operations; (4) "Black" psychological operations, such as establishing false (notional} NVA broadcasting stations inside North Vietnam; (4) "Gray" psychological operations as typified by the Hue- Phu Bai propaganda transmitter. MACV-SOG was also entrusted with specific tasks such as kidnapping, assassination, insertion of rigged mortar rounds into the enemy ammunition supply system (which were set to explode and destroy their crews upon use) and retrieval of sensitive documents and equipment if lost or captured through enemy action. MACV-SOG was often able to use the intelligence it gathered for its own internal purposes as well as for high command special activities. 

Command and Control North (CCN) was formed by MACV-SOG in late 1967 as an expansion of its Da Nang Forward Operations Base (FOB) which included launch sites established as early as 1964 at Hue-Phu Bai, Khe Sanh and Kham Duc, CCN, always the largest of the three MACV-SOG field commands, was commanded by a lieutenant colonel.  It was assigned conduct of classified special unconventional warfare missions into Laos and North Vietnam.   

CCN was organized along the lines of CCC and was composed of Spike recon teams (RT), Hatchet forces and lettered SLAM companies.  Missions into North Vietnam were initiated as early 1 February 1964 under OPLAN 34A.  Operations into Laos commenced in September 1965 as part of Operation SHINING BRASS, renamed PRAIRIE FIRE in 1968.  By this time MACV-SOG had at its disposal two battalions of American-led Nung tribesmen as reaction forces capable of performing large combat missions. 

CCN often operated in conjunction with CIA trained Meo tribesmen of Gen. Vang Pao.  In 1971 the Laotian operations were given the code name PHU DUNG, and in March of that year MACV-SOG created Task Force I Advisory Element to replace its three field commands. This task force was located at DaNang. 

COVERT OPERATIONS IN LAOS AND CAMBODIA

The Military Assistance Command Vietnam’s Studies and Operations Group (MACVSOG) was the United States’ largest and most complex covert operation since World War II. More commonly referred to as SOG (Special Observation Group), the agency conducted secret operations for eight years

Senior officials who were part of SOG included Robert McNamara, Walt Rostow, Richard Helms, William Colby, and Gen William Westmoreland

For over two years, SOG refused to allow agents to cross the border into Laos. It had been discussed when OP 34A was initiated, but some military advisers opposed its implementation since it violate the 1962 Geneva Accords which prohibited crossing over into Laos. But in March 1964, the JCS convinced McNamara to lift the restriction when he was told that North Vietnam had increased troop deployment through Laos and along the            Ho Chi Minh trail

In the summer of 1964, SOG was given the responsibility for carrying out reconnaissance team operations against the Ho Chi Minh trail in Laos. As NVA traffic along the Ho Chi Minh trail in Laos increased, SOG established OP 35 in the summer of 1965. It was given the authority to cross over into Laos and to conduct clandestine operations on the eastern front. North Vietnam's expansion of the trail created numerous targets for OP 35 teams to pinpoint for air strikes. Furthermore, the NVA had been operating out in the open, since nothing was done by the United States to interdict traffic. So SOG was confident that its mission into Laos would be successful.

OP 35 had headquarters in Saigon with a detachment stationed in Danang. From South Vietnam's two largest cities, SOG personnel coordinated the movement of teams into Laos. The first reconnaissance teams were located at a forward operating base in Kham Duc near the Laotian border. Five reconnaissance teams -- Iowa, Alaska, Idaho, Kansas, and Dakota -- were assigned to it in late 1965. At first, the teams could only enter Laos by foot and not by helicopter. The border between Laos and South Vietnam ran for 200 miles, but the teams had orders to cross along a portion of the border beginning 50 miles south of the DMZ. The next year, the teams were restricted even more when orders came that they could not penetrate beyond five kilometers into Laos

As a result of the restrictions, the teams provided virtually no intelligence reports on NVA movement to SOG. Consequently, Pentagon gave the reconnaissance teams more latitude, allowing them to cross any portion of the 200 mile long border and to increase the number of their missions. OP 35 consisted of a three-phase program. First, the teams' goal was to identify NVA headquarters, base camps, and supply caches --- and then they ordered air strikes. SOG teams brought back substantial evidence of NVA activities that could not be detected by aerial photographs. Additionally, the teams captured some NVA soldiers and rescued American pilots who had been shot down

Second, OP 35 permitted the deployment of large companies of American troops into Laos after enemy positions were identified by the reconnaissance teams. And third, OP 35 teams recruited indigenous tribesmen along the way and organized resistance groups for long range operations against the NVA. This third phase relied on White Star whose objective was to train Kha tribesmen in guerrilla warfare to fight the leftist Pathet Lao. In 1966 OP 35 carried out 111 reconnaissance missions

OP 35 was expanded by McNamara in June 1967, and the number of missions more than doubled. But the number of Americans who died rose from three in 1966 to 42 in 1967. The Muscle Shoals project was implemented in 1967. Reconnaissance teams were sent into Laos to inject electronic sensors to monitor the movement of NVA troops in Laos. Most of the sensors were dropped by American aircraft, but some were hand-carried by reconnaissance teams and placed in strategic areas in the vicinity of the Ho Chi Minh trail. The American teams were also used to rescue personnel who were captured by the NVA or who were stranded inside Laos

Hanoi countered in late 1966 by deploying NVA soldiers alongside the Laotian border in areas which were likely spots for American helicopters to drop off reconnaissance teams. The NVA also studied SOG's operational patterns, mapped their routes, and learned the night time conditions necessary to insert teams. Hanoi also stepped up special operations forces to attack reconnaissance teams

OP 35's assignment was expanded in 1967 when they were ordered to insert reconnaissance teams into Cambodia to conduct intelligence missions, and to locate enemy targets and call for air strikes. The first SOG teams crossed the South Vietnam border as part of Operation Salem House, but because of constraints, their successes were rare. They were able to verify some enemy locations, infiltration routes, and supply areas.

In 1969, 454 reconnaissance teams were sent into Cambodia, the same year that Nixon began secretly bombing the "Bamboo Pentagon." Soon thereafter, Nixon announced his Vietnamization policy. In 1970, 150,000 American combat troops were withdrawn from Vietnam. The reduction of American troops had no bearing on the reconnaissance teams in Laos. However, the SOG teams assigned to Cambodia were affected by Nixon's mandate. Before Vietnamization, Operation Binh Tay provided for joint American-ARVN incursions into Cambodia to pursue Viet Cong forces who sought sanctuary after strikes in South Vietnam. But soon after Nixon's withdrawal policy went into effect, American combat forces were not allowed to enter Cambodia, and that left the poorly trained and equipped ARVN troops to operate alone.

In 1970 Salem House carried out 577 missions in Cambodia, but only 40 percent of the reconnaissance teams remained in Cambodia. 

Nixon expected a major offensive by the NVA in 1972 as large numbers of Americans were sent home. His aides suspected that Hanoi's offensive would be launched from Laos. Also, 1972 was an election year

General Creighton Abrams committed ARVN's best units to Lam Son 719. They were sent alongside the South Vietnam-Laos border just east of the DMZ with instructions to sever the Ho Chi Minh trail along Route 9. SOG argued that ARVN could not resist NVA forces, but Abrams made the decision to set up a stronghold. Abrams ordered SOG to conduct diversionary activities for the NVA just west of Khe Sanh, SOG teams dropped dummy parachutists with exploding devices. Teams also used diversionary methods to trick Hanoi into thinking that more reconnaissance groups were being inserted

For six weeks ARVN took a brutal beating at the hands of the waiting NVA forces. Half of ARVN troops were casualties. And bad weather prevented air strikes by American pilots. The American media portrayed the Laotian incursion as a catastrophe and showed that Vietnamization was doomed to fail. Still the Nixon administration boasted of the success of Lam Son 719. From January 1971 to March 1972, OP 35 conducted useless 474 missions, 278 of which were inside the borders of South Vietnam

By the end of 1971, SOG advised MACV that a massive NVA strike would occur. However, they could not pinpoint where the invasion would occur. On March 30, 1972 Hanoi used heavy artillery and tanks to launch a gigantic conventional invasion of the south. 120,000 NVA troops attacked across the DMZ, in the central highlands, and from Cambodia

Beginning in January, plans were being made to terminate the entire SOG program. Finally on April 30, SOG was permanently shut down when an order from the Pacific Command directed that all its programs be transferred to South Vietnam's Strategic Technical Directorate. Over the years, OP 35 had three detachments that totaled 110 officers and 615 enlisted personnel. Each detachment had about 30 reconnaissance teams. Ninety-five percent involved operations against the Ho Chi Minh trail. SOG lost a total of 300 men on missions most of which went into North Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. When Hanoi released 591 American POWs in April 1973, not one SOG person was among them. Most of them presumably died in fire fights with the NVA. As many as 20 may have been captured. That became the legacy of SOG

First MACV SOG insertion in Laos information 
For 219 VNAF SQDN 
MACV SOG                                                                 

From date 65-10-18 to 65-10-23

219 VNAF SQDN was a Vietnamese Army unit
SOG was a US Army unit
Primary service involved, US Army
Operation SHINING BRASS 
Incident reference: 65101805.KIA 
Quang Tin Province, I Corps, South Vietnam
Location, Kham Duc
Description: The first American-led recon team, RT Iowa, to be inserted into Laos as part of SHINING BRASS had trained with four other SOG teams at Kham Duc. The one-zero, team leader, was MSG Petry and the one-one, assistant team leader, SFC Card. There were seven Nungs and one ARVN LT on the team. Their mission was to recon part of Target D-1, about 20 miles NW of Kham Duc where Laotian Highway 165 almost reaches Vietnam. The USAF COVEY FAC, was USAF MAJ Pyle’s with a SOG air liaison officer, USMC CPT Sessions. Three KINGBEE CH-34s from the 219th VNAF Squadron were escorted by at least two Huey gunships (thought to be USMC). The weather was marginal, with clouds below the mountaintops and increasing ground fog. At 1800H, the helicopters left Kham Duc and inserted RT Iowa into a slash-and-burn area selected as the LZ. After the insert, CPT Thorne, the solo passenger of the third KINGBEE, sent the other helicopters back to Kham Duc and stayed until the RT radioed they were safe. Cowboy and Mustachio (the American names for the two VNAF pilots who would become SOG legends) in the other CH-34s returned to Kham Duc. They reported the weather was so bad they had to climb to 8,500 feet to get over the clouds. CPT Thorne radioed that they were returning. However, the KINGBEE crashed killing CPT Thorne and the VNAF crew of two pilots and one door gunner. After the COVEY FAC left Kham Duc for Da Nang, they too went down. In its first day, SHINING BRASS generated three US and three ‘When rescue personnel went to the site, they recovered the remains of, a Vietnamese Crew, of three but found no signs of CPT Thorne.’ However, this account does not agree with the Joint Task Force - Full Accounting Case 0174-0 report dated 28 Sep 1994 obtained by VHPA member Seppo Hurme. It reads: ‘During the mission, the crew encountered bad weather and indicated they were experiencing low visibility because of dense clouds. The last radio contract with the crew occurred in the vicinity of YC895105, approximately 12Ks west of Kham Duc. Search and rescue efforts were initiated with negative results. On 6 and 7 May 1993, a joint team traveled to Kham Duc to investigate Case 0174. The team interviewed Mr. Ho Van Roi who reported he found a crash site in 1988. The team visited the crash site at YC92210 and found aircraft wreckage and a data plate. The data plate was later correlated to an F-100 aircraft. The team found no remains at the site. Mr. Roi said he has traveled throughout these mountains during his life and this is the only crash site in the area.’ Concerning the COVEY FAC, on page 55 of Saal states that MAJ Piles and his passenger / observer died when they crashed near Da Nang and that their remains were later recovered from the aircraft wreckage site. However, The Wall lists USAF Harley B. PYLES and USMC Winfield W. Sisson as BNR (body not recovered). Plaster’s account in SOG on page 37 states, correctly, that all three Americans are still in BNR status. 
Comments: MAJ Norton, Charlie; FOB Kham Duc CO; ; CPT THORNE LARRY ALAN; SOG OPNS; KIA; MSG Petry, Charles; RT Iowa 1-0; ; SFC Card, Willie; RT Iowa 1-1; ; MAJ Pyles, Harley; SOG COVEY FAC; KIA; CPT Sisson, Winfield; SOG air liaison; KIA; *** Cowboy; VNAF pilot; ; *** Mustachio; VNAF pilot; ; 

The source for this information was SOG P:34+; SOG V III P:55+                                                                                                                                                    Map of Kham Duc



When the top Secret Studies Observations Group (SOG) was disbanded in 1972 it’s thousands of photographs and negatives were ordered burned. But some veterans brought home personal copies of official photos taken on operations, along with thousands of snapshots taken by the men themselves

        MACV-SOG map (AO) 



EARLY COVERT ACTION ON THE HO CHI MINH TRAIL                                                                                                                              Picture Below: Presidential Liaison Office (PLO) officers and U.S. Army Special Forces Captain Don Fendler in Khe Sanh in fall of 1961,                                 In 1961 and 1962 the CIA-trained and sponsored the 1st Observation Group. It was formed to counter Communist operations along the                                        Ho Chi Minh Trail. 



Picture Below: Central Intelligence Agency - Saigon Station Chief, William Colby was the key figure in Northern Service Planning and Command Committee.  Captain Ngo The Linh code name was "Mr. Binh". He worked very closely with Bill Colby from 1958 until 1964 (when CIA transferred its agent operations to (MACV-SOG) The Central Intelligence Agency supplied advanced weapons, equipment and helped trained long-term spy agents and Sea Commandos at Long Thanh, Da Nang, and Nha Trang for missions to the North.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        CIA Saigon Station Chief William Colby  
talking to long-term agents in training at Long Thanh, 1962

The Sacred Sword of the Patriots League 

MACV-SOG (Studies And Observations Group)
One of the most interesting and intricate Allied deception plans used during the war in Vietnam was a black operation that claimed to be an        anti-Communist movement called Mat Tran Guom Thieng Ai Quoc, ("Sacred Sword of the Patriot League" or SSPL), located inside North Vietnam.   Paradise Island was actually Cu Lao Cham located south of the 17th Parallel, well inside the waters of the Republic of South Vietnam.  This imaginary guerilla group and village was supported and sponsored by the U.S. Military Assistance Command Vietnam's Studies and Observation Group (MACVSOG), supervised by the Central Intelligence Agency, the United States Information Agency, and the South Vietnamese Nha-Ky-Thuat (Strategic Technical Directorate).                (Camp Dodo, Paradise Island)

SOG documents expand on the description:

Located off the coast southeast of Da Nang, operations commenced in May 1964, as a detention center for captured fishermen North Vietnamese fisherman being kidnapped at sea and taken to a remote village: to indoctrinate them in the precepts of the SSPL and then return them to NVN.   The code name for the US complex constructed in 1965 on Paradise Island was DODO.  It included the US and Vietnamese Command Posts,   Nung Security Force Camp, and medical, supply and administration facilities

A report of operations on Paradise Island from 1964 through 1968 was prepared by MACSOG in early 1969:

General History. Operations were initiated on PARADISE in May 1964 under control of the Vietnamese Coastal Security Service (CSS). After capture, detainees were landed at PHOENIX, where they were detained and interrogated for military intelligence and low level political, social, and economic information. The detainees were led to believe that they had been captured by a group of NVN patriots (SSPL) dissatisfied with the policies of the Lao Dong Party. Following interrogation, they were indoctrinated in the precepts of the SSPL. In May 1965, a US advisory team from OP-33 was installed at DODO to assist Strategic Technical Service (STS) Psywar personnel in processing detainee information and improving interrogation and indoctrination procedures. During 1965, temporary structures were built at DODO to house US/Vietnamese operations and fifty-five men Nung force hired to provide security for operations. Three subgroups, consisting of three or four bamboo huts each resembling types found in the hills of NVN, were constructed high in the hills behind PHOENIX and DODO

Camp Dodo, Paradise Island

    

Shultz tells how the SSPL was said to go into the mountains to fight on for freedom. He adds, The names of the fictitious leaders of the Sacred Sword organization included individuals who have Le as either a family name. For example,  The founder of the SSP was Le Quoc Hung

                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                       SSPL Identity Card

                                                                             Shultz illustrates an SSPL membership card. The text in Vietnamese is:

                                                                                                The SSPL Southern Committee No. 1109/CMT/NB

                                                                                                                            IDENTITY CARD

The SSPL Southern Committee certifies: The bearer is a member having the secret number_____ grade hardcore military cadre of the SSPL Southern Committee entrusted with the mission to make relations, develop and coordinate activities with diverse secret cells in the whole southern region. The strict assistance on all aspects from our agencies to him will be warmly welcomed.

Date_______________1971

FOR THE SPPL SOUTHERN
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEMBER FOR CURRENT AFFAIRS

The membership card is also depicted and stamped “Secret” in John L. Plaster’s SOG – a Photo History of the Secret War, Paladin Press, Boulder, CO, 2000. The author says:

As part of a deception program, SOG published Sons of the Sword Patriot League membership cards for planting on enemy bodies

MACV-SOG (Studies And Observations Group) Pictures

                                                                                                                                        MACV SOG squad, 3 Americans, and 4 Montagnards.  They usually operated in squads consisting of 3 Americans and 9 indigenous, Montagnards  (the first people of Vietnam) Cham (indigenous Chinese) and Vietnamese, in addition to Hmong’s, Laotians, and Cambodians



One-Zero Team from the 5th Special Operations Group.  MACV SOG Recon Team



MACV SOG. SPIKE TEAM OHIO 1966-1967 FOB2, Kontum, RVN-MACV-SOG. One Zero (1-0                                                                                                             Thunder Tiger (Loi Ho) Commandos with MACV-SOG Recon Team  (RT) operated from Da Nang (CCN),                                                                                                                                                                                             for intelligent-gathering, kidnap NVN officers, search and destroy missions in Laos.                                                                                                                                                      (CCS) on missions along Ho Chi Minh trail deep inside Laos border



MACV SOG. Team  



MACV SOG. Recon Team  



MACV SOG with Montagnards



A group photo of the special Operation Thunder Cloud team                                                                                                                                        This was a highly classified special op one of the few photos available.



MACV SOG, ST Idaho Commandos 



MACV SOG, Special Operation, Recon team in action



MACV SOG,  Special Operation Recon



Special Operation Group (MACV SOG), Team in action Vietnam, 1968.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Operation Tailwind, Hatchet Force Recon Team boarding for missions in Laos. 
The Thunder Tiger - Liaisons Service Commandos (MACV SOG)



MACV SOG (Biet Hai) insertion Laos

      

                MACV SOG (Biet Hai) insertion Laos

Operation Tailwind, CH-53 Call sign Dimmer extract crew and passengers from downed A/C

       On 11 September 1970, Marine CH-53 helicopters and AH-1G Cobra gunships carried into Laos, near Chavane, a team of 16 Americans and a Special Commando Unit (SCU), consisting of Montagnard troops. The Americans were in Company B, Command and Control Central, Military Advisory Command Studies and Observation Group (MACSOG). Their mission, Operation TAILWIND, would last until 14 September 1970, and their objectives were reconnaissance, intelligence collection, and a diversion for a larger operation to the north   

     

   OPERATION TAILWIND LOAS 

MACV COMMAND HISTORY 1970 - ANNEX B (Studies and Observations Group) Declassified from Top Secret. From the National Security Archive, George Washington University, the Gelman Library, 2130 H St, NW, Suite 701, Washington, DC 20037.   



MACV SOG Operation Tailwind, insertion Into Laos

     

 MACV SOG Operation Tailwind, insertion Into Laos                                                                                    

 MACV SOG team in action (Biet Hai) Laos



  MACV SOG team Biet Hai Laos

  

 MACV SOG LLRP (Biet Hai) Laos                                                                                                                               



MACV SOG Operation Tailwind, Laos



  A secret radio-rely site in Laos called Leghorn. 4 pictures below:



A secret radio-rely site in Laos called Leghorn. It became a MACV SOG relay site after January 1967                                                                                 Leghorn was an idea spun from SOG recon One-Zero Lt. George K. Sisler. On 15 January 1967, Sisler's recon team, RT Colorado, dug in on a near-vertical mountain peak in southern Laos. They fortified it with thousands of sandbags and commo equipment which enabled SOG recon teams and Hatchet Forces, who were across the fence, stay in constant contact with Covey FACs and with command back inside South Vietnam. Leghorn was so tactically perfect that the NVA were never able to seize or even attack it. It was positioned on a razor-back ridge that rose over a thousand feet off the jungle floor. Incoming mortar rounds did very little because the target was too narrow to hit. When they did take incoming, they usually just called in the A-1s and gunships. Leghorn also enabled recon teams to walk into and out of target areas, instead of being inserted by choppers7



A secret radio-rely site in Laos called Leghorn Laos. It became a MACV SOG relay site after January 1967, Leghorn Radio Relay Site, Attapeu Province, Laos. "Leghorn", also known as Golf-5, was a top secret observation post of the U.S. Special Forces Studies and Observation Group (SOG) and a signal intelligence listening station of the National Security Agency (NSA).



Resupplying Leghorn: A secret radio-rely site in Laos



A secret radio-rely site in Laos called Leghorn AKA heavy drop



LS 85 In Laos Above Picture: It was on a mountaintop less than 20 miles from North Vietnam. In 1967, the U.S. Air Force installed a radar site that
could guide aircraft to their targets in any weather, night or day. This was extremely important to the U.S. due to the
erratic weather in Laos. In March, 1968 the North Vietnamese sent approximately 3,000 soldiers to take the
site and destroy the radar. They were successful. Of the 19 Americans on duty, 11 were killed and eight were rescued. 
The last one rescued, however, was mortally wounded just after entering the rescue helicopter. The United States then
bombed the site to deny the NVA access to classified material.











MACV-SOG ready for insertion to AO



Special Mission Service (SMS) STRATA teams carried by noise-reduced helicopter above, From top-secret air base in Nakhon Phanom (NKP)The Commando Units 68 and 11 (STRATA teams and Earth Angels - North Vietnamese Ralliers) located in Da Nang and Long Thanh, were responsible for Northern missions.  During 1968, STRATA Teams made 24 missions to the North of DMZ (Parallel 17th) to attack and gather intelligence on weapon and troop movement to the South. Hac Long Commando Units 71, 72, and 75 were based in Nha Trang for attack and destroy missions in Laos along Ho Chi Ming Trail, by American Air Commando (1) and Vietnamese Combat Helicopter Unit (219), known as the King Bee.



Recon team in Laos extracted by H-34 helicopter on JACOBS LADDER the famous King Bee 219 Air Squadron under enemy fire. 
Deep inside Laos, behind enemy lines, these top-secret missions were extremely dangerous                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                219th Helicopter Squadron, Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF

 

  Kingbee flight crew checks engine of their Sikorsky H-34 while                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        waiting call to launch on Prairie Fire mission from MLT-2 near Quang Tri in late 1969.



JACOBS LADDER... seen left in Huey cabin: US Army slick configured for ladder extract. This form of insertion or extrication required the aircraft to hover over a hole in the jungle under less than optimal conditions, often under fire to allow the recon team members to board the ladder



Helicopter either inserting or extracting a SOG team in Laos from dense jungle                                                                                                                                               with JACOBS LADDER                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        



Helicopter extracting a SOG team from the dense jungle with JACOBS LADDER   

    A String extraction of a recon team, vicinity was in Co Roc Mountain 1969.         Co Roc Mountain standing to the west of Khe Sahn in Laos served as an almost impregnable artillery base with caves that sheltered North Vietnamese heavy artillery during the siege of Khe Sahn.  It was a prominent terrain feature visible from a great distance in good weather and was sometime referred to as "Prudential Mountain   



 170th AHC UH-1D bird going into a bamboo hover hole                                                                                                                                                               for an extraction of MACV SOG troops back in the very early years

    

B/4/77 in flight Cobras These Pilots worked with 367 on many missions in support of CCN MACV-SOG in I Corps and Laos.                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
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  MACV SOG U.S. Navy Seal Operations, Notice center seal with telescopic camera



MACV SOG, unconventional warfare, Secret War into Laos & Cambodia
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Australian SAS with U.S. Navy SEALS (MACV SOG) 



Australian SAS with U.S. Navy SEALS (MACV SOG) 



Australian SAS with U.S. Navy SEALS (MACV SOG) 
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MACV SOG Navy Seal Team 



MACV SOG Seal team, Captured POW  



 MACV SOG soldier with silenced stem, Automatic weapon 
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MACV SOG, U.S. Navy Seals on operation  



MACV SOG U.S. Navy SEAL armed with a Stoner automatic rifle watches                                                                                                                                                                                                   for movement in a wooded area along a stream.  Vietnam October 1968



MACV SOG, U.S. Navy Seal AKA, men with green faces



 MACV SOG, U.S. Navy SEAL Seals, Juliet Platoon, 1970
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 The Last Stand of



Khe Sanh Area
United States Army

On 6 August 1971,
a handful of Americans of the shadowy
Studies and Observations Group 
(SOG)
pulled off what has been called 
one of the greatest combat feats of the Vietnam War
Behind enemy lines, 
the last Army Medal of Honor was earned





"Lt. Loren Hagen and Bruce Berg (right, rear) pose with five indigenous teammates.                                                                                                                                                                             Both Hagen and Berg would die on the small hilltop, along with six of their Montagnard soldiers.                                                                                                                                       



Recon Team Leader Lt Loren Hagen shortly before his final mission                                                                                                                                                                                      

Date: August 1971
 Recon Team Kansas, SOG, Studies and Observations Group (SOG)
Action: Republic of Vietnam, 7 Aug 1971, Khe Sanh, behind enemy lines
Mission : reconnaissance "prisoner-snatch

The once bustling Khe Sanh Marine Base in South Vietnam's extreme northwest had been a ghost
town for more than three years by the summer of 1971. It was, however, used briefly that February
to support the South Vietnamese invasion of Laos. After that bloody debacle, they abandoned not
just Khe Sanh, but the entire region, yielding immense areas to the NVA. Almost overnight, the
North began extending the Ho Chi Minh Trail highways into South Vietnam.

In late July 1971, U.S. intelligence began tracking a large enemy force shifting across the DMZ a
dozen miles east of Khe Sanh, threatening the coastal cities of Hue, Danang and Phu Bai where
the last sizeable American ground units were based.

It was essential to learn what was happening near Khe Sanh, a mission assigned to a shadowy
organization called "SOG." Created to conduct covert missions deep behind enemy lines in Laos,
Cambodia and North Vietnam, the top- secret Studies and Observations Group had shifted most of
its operations in-country in 1971 to cover the continuing U.S. withdrawal.

From among its clandestine assembly of Army Green Berets, Navy SEALs and USAF Air
Commandos, the Khe Sanh mission eventually became a prisoner-snatch assigned to Recon
Team Kansas, an 11-man Special Forces-led element, which included eight Montagnard
tribesmen.

But how do you grab a prisoner in the midst of 10,000 or more NVA? Headed by an easygoing,
lanky Midwesterner, 1st Lt. Loren Hagen, along with Sergeants Tony Andersen and Bruce Berg, the
RT Kansas men had brainstormed through several scenarios until settling upon the best option:
They would land conspicuously on an abandoned firebase -- which obviously would draw some sort
of NVA reaction -- put up a short fight, then extract by helicopter.

Half of Hagen's men would stay hidden on the hill. When the NVA sent a squad up to see
if the Americans had left behind sensors or bombing beacons -- as SOG teams often did -- the
hidden men would ambush the NVA, seize a prisoner and come out.

In case a serious fight developed, Lt. Hagen reinforced his team with three more Green Beret
volunteers, Staff Sgt. Oran Bingham and Sergeants Bill Queen and William Rimondi, eight
Montagnard tribesmen and six U.S. Special Forces troops -- a total of 14 men.

Landing at last light on Aug. 6, 1971, Lt. Hagen surveyed the scrub brush and bomb craters below
them and split his defense into three elements to cover three slopes. Immediately they went to work
restoring the old firebase's two dilapidated bunkers and shallow trenches. The enemy must have
seen them land, and Hagen reckoned to be ready.

Foreboding Night
It was well after dark when the SOG men noticed campfires on two facing ridgelines: unusual
because the NVA normally masked itself. By midnight, enemy probers were at the base of the hill,
firing provocatively from the north, south, east and west.

At 1 a.m., a USAF AC-130 Spectre gunship arrived, walking 40mm and 20mm fire around the hill
nearly all night. Never once did the team fire their weapons, staying blanketed in darkness. Then at
3 a.m., the SOG men heard trucks and tailgates dropping. This was odd, very odd.

Beneath the hill, dismounting NVA soldiers formed up into platoons and companies, which their
leaders marched through the darkness to their assigned attack positions, to wait for dawn.
Just before sunrise it became forebodingly quiet. Then Lt. Hagen heard more trucks arriving.

Fifty miles away at a coastal airbase, a USAF forward air controller (FAC) and a flight of
helicopters was lifting away for the false extraction; they would be above RT Kansas in 30 minutes.

Encircled by the NVA
As darkness gave way to light, Lt. Hagen detected glimpses of NVA on one slope; then on another
slope pith helmets appeared, bobbing in the fog. When his men reported NVA on the third slope,
too, Hagen realized the hill was completely encircled by NVA -- but that would require a whole
regiment, at least a thousand men.

The NVA regimental commander understood he had to dispatch the Americans quickly. They'd
inadvertently landed almost within sight of the Hanoi High Command's most critical new venture, the
first six-inch fuel pipeline laid across the DMZ.

It would be absolutely essential in a few months when entire tank battalions rolled through there for
the war's largest offensive. Already the 304th NVA Division was massing there. Moreover, a
regiment of the 308th Division was preparing for the 1972 Easter Offensive.

A fourth battalion moved into place; then, concealed in the ground fog, a fifth battalion arrived.
Later, SOG's commander, Col. John Sadler, would learn an entire regiment had stormed the hill,
supported by a second regiment. It was a mass assault by approximately 2,000 enemy infantrymen.

As the clearing ground fog disclosed that terrible truth, Lt. Hagen had no time for inspiring words,
just serious soldier work; in those final moments he repositioned weapons while his men readied
grenades and stacked magazines. The Catholic Montagnards made the sign of the cross.

Then the NVA came.

Four KIA in Four Minutes
A well-aimed RPG rocket smashed into Bruce Berg's bunker, collapsing it and signaling the attack
-- fire went from nothing to 10,000 rounds per second. Andersen could see dozens of NVA rushing
in lines up his slope, meeting them with his M-60 machine gun.

Hagen hollered that he was going to check Berg. And then he ran directly into a ferocious
maelstrom, bullets ricocheting and slamming the earth in front of, behind, and beneath his dashing
feet. He made it a dozen yards when fire from the other slope cut him down, killing him.

Then Klaus Bingham left a bunker to reposition a claymore and a bullet struck him in the head,
apparently killing him. One Montagnard in a trench below Andersen fired several bursts then
jumped up to pull back and fell into Andersen's lap, dead.Four men had died in less than four
minutes. It was up to Andersen, now the senior man.

Small arms fire rattled closer on all sides and grenades lobbed up from below the hillcrest where
waves of NVA were scurrying behind small rises and rolling from bomb crater to bomb crater.
Andersen dashed over the hill to look for Hagen, but couldn't see him anywhere -- just 100
khaki-clad NVA almost at the top.

He fired one M-60 belt at NVA advancing up his own slope, then sped to the other approach and
ran belt after belt on the 100 assaulting enemy. By then, grenades started coming from behind him
as NVA closed in from his rear. Just a dozen yards away, beyond the curvature of the hill, enemy
heads popped up, cracked a few shots, and then dropped back down.

Still a dozen minutes away, the approaching Cobra gunships went to full throttle, leaving the slower
Hueys behind.

Meanwhile, RT Kansas had just run out of hand grenades when a North Vietnamese grenade
exploded beside Andersen's M-60, rendering it useless. He spun his CAR-15 off his back and kept
shooting, then he tossed back another grenade, but it went off in front of him, nearly blinding him,
yet he kept shooting. More shrapnel tore into him, then an AK round slammed through his webgear
and lodged in his elbow, knocking him down. He stumbled back to his knees and kept firing.

The perimeter was pinched almost in half when Andersen grabbed his last two living Montagnards,
circled below the nearest NVA and somehow managed to reach the survivors on the opposite side.
He found Bingham, started to lift him, and saw he, too, was dead from a head wound. All around
him he heard, "zzssss, zzssss, zzssss," as bullets flashed past his ears.

Last Stand
He dragged Bingham back to where Bill Queen lay, wounded. Only Rimondi wasn't yet hit and still
fired furiously. Andersen put them in a back-to-back circle just off the hilltop where they would make
their last stand. AK bullets had destroyed their team radio, another slug had shot Andersen's little
survival radio out of his hand, so Rimondi tossed him another survival radio -- their last.

Now the NVA were streaming, rolling over the crest like a tidal wave, their rattling AKs blending
together into one never-ending burst. Andersen's men were firing not at NVA, but at hands wielding
AKs over parapets and around bunkers. There was no place left to fall back. Andersen was
shooting NVA little farther away than the length of his CAR-15 muzzle. The time it took to
speed-change a magazine meant life or death.

From the air it looked like an ant mound, with moving figures everywhere. Cobra lead rolled in and
sprinkled 20mm cannon shells around the surviving SOG men, and at last fighters arrived, adding
napalm and Vulcan cannons to the melee. Then at last the assault ebbed, turned, and the NVA fled
for cover, just as the Hueys arrived.

Though wounded repeatedly, Andersen crawled out to fire his CAR-15 to cover the landing Hueys.
With Rimondi's help, Andersen dragged as many teammates' bodies as he could to the first Huey,
then helped the wounded Queen and others aboard the second.

Allied KIA Count: 64%
In one hellacious half-hour, nine of Recon Team Kansas' 14 men had been lost.

Lt. Hagen had died, along with Bingham; Berg was presumed dead; six Montagnards had died.
Rimondi and Queen both suffered multiple frag wounds, Andersen had been struck by both small
arms fire and shrapnel, and their other Montagnards, too, all had been wounded.

"It's amazing that any of us came through it with the amount of incoming that we were getting," Tony
Andersen says today, 25 years later. He attributes their survival to his deceased team leader, Lt.
Loren Hagen. "He epitomized what a Special Forces officer should be -- attentive to detail, a lot of
rehearsals, followed through on things," he explains. "We were ready. I think that was probably the
only thing that kept us from being totally overrun. Everybody was alert and knew what was
happening and was waiting."

As for Hagen's bravery, dashing into a wall of AK fire to try to save Bruce Berg, that didn't surprise
Andersen, either. "Lt. Hagen was that kind of officer. He was a good man."

Against the loss of most of his teammates, Andersen learned, the USAF counted 185 NVA dead
on that hill -- little RT Kansas had killed half a battalion and probably wounded twice that many NVA.
But that gives Andersen little satisfaction compared to the loss of most of his team.

Perhaps Andersen's most difficult duty was carrying the bodies of his six Montagnard teammates --
his "family" he called them -- to their home village.

"As soon as they saw us driving up in the truck, they knew. Wailing and moaning started, and all the
grieving." The villagers gathered in a circle around the headman's stilted longhouse. "Through one
of the interpreters I tried to explain how proud we were of them, what good fighters they were, that
they had died for a good cause."

That would be borne out a few months later when the intelligence generated by RT Kansas' spirited
defense helped U.S. analysts read enemy intentions, enabling American airpower to counter the
NVA's Easter Offensive.

And though details of this incredible fight would remain classified for decades, enough was
disclosed that 1st Lt. Loren Hagen's family was presented the U.S. Army's final Vietnam War
Medal of Honor. Tony Andersen, who held together what remained of RT Kansas through those
final mass assaults, received the Distinguished Service Cross. Queen, Rimondi, Berg and
Bingham were awarded Silver Stars.

And now, today, with full disclosure, of MACV SOG, we can appreciate the significance of their noble stands.

                                                                                                                                           MACV SOG
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